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ADVANCED AIR FILTER CARTRIDGES

Advanced Filter cartridgeS.
The RPB® filter cartridges are large capacity, 6 stage cartridges
that remove odor, moisture, and particulates to 0.5 micron from
the compressed air stream, providing clean breathable air.
RPB® APF3100 Air filter cartridge
The RPB® APF3100 Air Filter Cartridge is manufactured to exacting standards, using high quality
filtration materials, the APF delivers consistently efficient and effective filtration for optimum
safety. An expanded surface area provides increased absorption of water, oils and odors.
The natural fibre felts very efficiently enabling it to absorb oils from the air stream and
allowing air to flow through to the next stages of moisture and odor removal.

WARNINGS:
The AFC100 and APF3100
Air Filter Cartridges
do not remove carbon
monoxide or toxic
fumes. Carbon monoxide
alarms, monitoring

Multi Fit

devices or removal
devices must be used at

The APF3100 is the replacement Air Filter Cartridge

all times. Compressed

for the RPB® RADEX AIRLINE FILTER and can also multi
fit into other selected brands of Air Filter’s available.

air supply must be at
least Grade D quality
or better, as described
in the compressed gas
association commodity
specification G-7.1 and
OSHA regulation
1910.134 (d).

RPB® AFC100 Air Filter cartridge
The RPB® AFC100 Air Filter Cartridge is manufactured to exacting standards, using high quality
filtration materials, the AFC delivers consistently efficient and effective filtration for optimum
safety. An expanded surface area provides increased absorption of water, oils and odors.
The natural fibre felts very efficiently enabling it to absorb oils from the air stream and
allowing air to flow through to the next stages of moisture and odor removal.
Multi Fit
The RPB® AFC100 will multi-fit into many brands
of Air Filter’s available on the market.
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